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Executive Summary

Surin Province has specified the organic agriculture strategy as the principal strategy for the

provincial development and has declared to be a pilot province in the fiscal year of 2009.  The province

summarizes their need according to the agriculture development plan. Principal project groups of the

Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives which request support from every public sector agencies total

up 259 projects and the budget amounts to 914,359,898 baht. Findings of the operations to promote

organic Hommali rice production for 2008/2009 show that 775 farmers apply for the organic agriculture

certificates; 513 farmers covering the area of 11,388.9 rai pass the certificate standard. About 7,366

farmers apply for the national organic agriculture and food certificate; 412 farmers covering the area of

4,648.87 rai pass the certificate standard.  477 farmers apply for the Surin organic agriculture certificate;

477 farmers covering the area 5,247 rai pass the certificate standard. The total number of  farmers who

pass the certificate standard amounts to 1,402 farmers whereas the area which pass the certificate

standard totals up to 16,036.95 rai. From the operation of the above 3 standards for the production

promotion for organic agriculture standard, the majority of those successful organic Hommali rice

farmers work in accordance with the sufficiency economy philosophy which serves as a guideline for the

people at every level. The study on critical success factors for sufficiency economy with a

concentration case study on the organic Hommali rice farmers at Ban Kanjarong, Tambol Krahad, Jom Pra

District, in Surin Province intends to investigate the problem situation, obstacles, solutions, critical

success factors of the farmers. The methodology is based on participating research (PAR). It is a

synthesis of the content leading to the body of knowledge of operation, production procedures, and

critical success factors of the group study. The investigation reveals that the state administration and

policy is confusing and is in need of planning in relation to production and marketing. The current basic

infrastructure for traditional agriculture is an obstacle the organic agriculture system. Researches on

organic agriculture are  formerly  conducted in isolation and lack integration.  There is also a lack of skillful
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and experienced personnel for the in-depth organic agriculture. To request for an organic agriculture

certificate is complicated. Markets for organic agriculture products are of small size. Solutions to these

problems will adopt knowledge management (KM) as an instrument to attain success. Effective factors

range from the self-reliance of the farmers, using the existing resources in the community for its utmost

benefits, employing the local wisdom, marketing support, participating administration with clear-cut

authority delegation and responsibility. Concerning financial issue, members can hold the stocks and

their profits are proportionately distributed. Leadership of the committee, intercommunication with the

town administration organizations, the linking of the markets with those of the private sectors, an access

to the data via officers and information exchange among members are also required.

Recommendations on policy are as follows : a development in organic agriculture research,

a campaign for the healthy rice consumption, an intervention for solving the organic rice problems at the

transitional state and enhancement of basic production via knowledge management and the establish-

ment of one-stop learning center, development of  irrigation system and water management covering the

rice field of the farmers.

Operation system is comprised of the following: identifying markets to accommodate the organic

rice product at the local level, support loans with low interest, a supply of tools and equipment that cut

down the production cost, a campaign among the farmers for an awareness of the value of the organic

rice and  encouragement of the organic rice producers for a keen awareness of production cost reduction

as well as a concern for health and environmental issues.

______________

* Former Vice Governor of Surin Province (As of July 28, 2009, Vice Governor, Roi-Et Province)
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